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factors are consolidated under three basic project stages of feasibility,
design, and construction. Each project stage is then further categorized

under two levels to illustrate specific domains of a construction project. A discussion is then
performed to analyze how publications through time have been changing their focus from one
area of construction to other to address delay. It is identified that in earlier times, publications
limit their focus to the site activates only to manage delay; but then with the passage of time
other areas such as procurement, material inventory and logistics, project management etc.
have become a focus of recent publications. A chronology of delay factors is then developed.
This paper will help academic and professional researchers and industry professionals to
understand the possible factors that can influence a construction project; and how all these
factors have been historically envisaged.
KEYWORDS: construction, delay factors, productivity.
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INTRODUCTION
Construction industry depends upon multiple trades and professional to accomplish its
projects. Among many indicators that reflect any project as a success is its timely completion.
Project stipulated time, i.e., contract period, is directly proportional to the cost of the project.
Previous experience has shown that as time slips away from the anticipated completion time,
cost increases exponentially. It is because if a project is delayed, it is usually extended and
accelerated as well and thus requires additional financing (Sambasivan and Soon 2007).
Additional financing is not the only negative outcome associated with construction delay, but
the consequences can be as grave as bankruptcy of the contractor and the clients.
A formal agreement is required to execute, so as all parties involving a project are agreed for
extra project time. Nevertheless, in many cases it has been evident that, later, such extended
cost is claimed by project parties, especially by contractors and then eventually lead to a
conflict and consequent arbitrations (Sambasivan and Soon 2007; Alkass et al. 1996). Such
situations have then led practitioners and academicians to enquire in to all reasons that
independently or collectively cause delays in construction projects. Similar is the reason that
“delay” in construction projects is remained a keen interest of researchers in the field of
construction management. Perhaps, “time delays in construction project” is one of the most
published topic in the available literature on management of construction projects. As of
June 2016, a search on Google Scholar with keywords “time delays in construction projects”
has returned about 60100 publications; while the Science-Direct, which is another famous
research document repository, has returned about 72000 publication. All such publications
have covered various aspects of delays, such as measuring and minimizing delays, delay
caused by the geographical location of the projects, attitudes of project partners, project
specific factors etc.
However, this paper specifically attempts to review the chronology of publications that seeks
to find project specific factors which could cause delay in construction projects, hereinafter
called „delay factors‟. As a matter of fact, the web search through Google Scholar has
reflected a lot of papers in recent literature that have focused factors triggering delay factors.
The fundamental nature of „delay‟ as a leading problem has been a topic of interest since very
early, and therefore numerous researchers have tried to find the reasons behind time overruns
in construction projects. Following the oldest research trait in the field of construction
management, this paper attempts to portray the historical development/ identification of delay
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factors. The earliest publication authors have considered in this paper is from 1985. Despite
numerous publications on delay factor research since then, the trend and intensity of delay
factors, as reflected by succeeding researches through the time till now, has been changing
significantly. This paper, therefore, intends to understand the changing behaviour of delay
factors research through the time and to summarize it for concise review
Research Methodology
i. Selection of publications for review
It was practically impossible to review of all published papers and studies focusing the topic.
Therefore, certain parameters are adopted to select most useful and important publications.
The following sequential criteria for selecting papers is adopted.
i. The publication must be a journal paper or a reputed conference (e.g., CIB or ASCE etc).
ii. The publication must be, explicitly, focusing „factors‟ causing time delays in construction
projects. Papers contained discussions on other delay aspects such as „preventing delays‟,
„delay measurement analysis‟, „project partners‟ attitude‟ etc., is not considered for
chronology.
iii. The publication must be containing a generic factor research, not merely a repetition of
previous study or a review study. However, papers citing previous researches to build
foundations for exploring new delay factors, which is a common tradition, are considered.
iv. The publication must be focusing „building‟ and „infrastructure‟ works. Publications
focusing industrial ancillary civil works are ignored.
v. Publications must represent a geographic location; i.e., the research has focused a
particular region to validate their findings.
ii. 2.2. Identifying delay factors
This research has considered 46 publications since 1985 to perform a review that how
researchers have been founding and reporting delay factors. Every publication has used its
own terminology to depict a delay factor and its categorization. Most of the publications
considered for this chronology, such as Fugar and Baah (2010), Sambasivan and Soon
(2007): Aibinu and Odeyinka (2006) and many others, have used basic project parties, (e.g.,
client, contractor, labor etc.) and categories like „contact‟, „equipment‟ „martial‟ etc., to group
the delay factors. While consolidating factors from all those publications, this paper has
adopted a three level categorization to take all previously explored domains in the context
and to illustrate the closest sphere of each.
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As different authors have used different terminology to depict delay factors, consolidating
such terminology to depict a factor from different publications is a required task. Following
the requirement, this paper has attempted to use simple terms to consolidate different
terminologies. For example, „Damage of sorted material while they are needed urgently (Toor
and Ogunlana 2008) and „Contractor-related unforeseen material damages (Sweis et al. 2008)
are simplified as „damage of stored material‟.
Consolidated Factors Causing Time Delays in Construction
A total of 128 delay factors have been found from 46 publications on the topic. The identified
delay factors are depicted in the table 1. To accommodate al forty reviewed publications,
table 1 is split in two parts. The publications from where a particular delay factor is borrowed
is illustrated in front of it. Readers interested in knowing root names of the delay factors are
encouraged to refer the original research publication.
Chronological Analysis of Factors Causing Time Delays in Constructions
The analysis is performed with respect to the year of publication of research papers.
Therefore, all publications are grouped in three decades.
i. 1985-1995
The literature search through Google Scholar has shown a few publications between 1985
and 1995, which are explicitly focusing identification of the delay factors. The trend during
this decade seems more towards management of construction operation to address the time
delays. However, as approaching to the end of the decade, i.e., 1995, researchers are
identified moving their interest towards identification of generic factors responsible for time
overrun in construction projects.
A total of four publications have been taken to analyze the decade from 19985-95. In
comparisons to other categories, delay factors grouped under “Experience of Works” are
highly cited during this time period. The delay factors grouped under „feasibility stage‟ and
sub grouped under „drawings‟, „logistics‟, „inventory‟, „procurement‟, „cash flow‟, „site
access‟, and „site management‟ have not yet attracted the attention of the researchers. It
appears that researchers from that time are more concern about activities at the construction
site, which is mostly included skills require on the site to execute construction works
satisfactory. The delay factors in other categories from the publications of that time confirms
this notion. Other cited delay factors from this time period, under various categories, such as
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„lack of control over sub-contractor‟, „inaccurate production rate estimation‟, unrealistic
contract and activity schedule‟ „Flawed in appropriate construction method‟, and „Rework
due to variation order or design change or due to contractor‟s error‟ show the concerns over
construction activities.
Other delay aspects, considered important nowadays, such as „organization‟, „coordination
and communication‟, „labor management‟, „change orders‟ etc., are identified as of less of
concern, which is may be due to the fact that construction projects were less complex than
what they are today.
ii. 1996 – 2005
This decade contains the largest group of publications, i.e., 21, in this paper. The higher
number of publications in these years also depict the changing research behavior towards
generic factors responsible for time delays. The publications in this decade still seems to
focus more on the “experience and skills of work force” as it is in the previous decade.
Nevertheless, the authors in this decade are moving their focus to new dimensions that are not
explored before. Such as (Odeh and Batttaineh 2002; Kumaraswamy and Chan 1996;
Satyanarayana and Iyer 1996) highlighted factors categorized under „feasibility stage‟,
„inventory‟, „logistics‟, „suppliers‟, „organization‟, „communication and coordination‟, „labor
management‟, „cash flow‟, „site access‟, „government‟ and „external factors‟ are groups
highlighted in this period for the first time since 1985. „Safety‟ and „change orders‟ are the
categories that are still less focused in this period, while the category of „procurement‟ is still
not considered at all for creating any delays in construction projects.
iii. 2006 to 2014
A total of 9 publications are considered for analyzing this decade. This period shows a drastic
change in identification of new delay factors, developing new categories and adding new
delay factors to the previously explored categories. For example; the delay factors „flawed
interpretation of ground data‟ and „inaccurate information regarding site‟ in the category of
„feasibility stage‟, and a whole new category „procurement‟ are identified in this period as a
domain of potential delay factors. Readers are encouraged to study table 1, depicting all 128
delay factors and referenced publications taken for developing the chronology. The readers
will also be surprised to note that that number of factors reported by the publications between
2006 and 2014 are way more than what pervious publications have highlighted or noted
earlier.
www.wjert.org
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2
3
4

Drawings

Design
Material
Procurement,
Logistics and
Inventory

Logistic

Design
process

Design Stage
Construction

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
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Flawed/incomplete/wrong interpretation of data soil
investigation report
Inaccurate information regarding site conditions
(access, location, etc.)
Unexpected subsoil conditions
Ambiguity in drawings
(missing dimensions; multiple types of units)
Conflicting interpretations of construction drawings
Delay in preparing, reviewing and approving design
documents by consultant
Delayed approval of drawings
(all types of drawing at every stage)
Flawed drawings
Incomplete structural drawing
Non availability of drawing/design on time
Ambiguity in design specifications
Consultant or architect's reluctance for change
Design Change
Inadequate experience of consultant
Lack of appropriate design software
Delay in material delivery
(by vendors and/or suppliers)
Uncertain material transportation

Frimpong et al. (2003)

Baloi and Price (2003)

Ling (2004)

Lee et al. (2005)

Koushki et al. (2005)

Iyer and Jha (2005)

Faridi and El-Sayegh (2006)

 

 







 





































  





















 



  

  















 









 























 









 























 





 

















































 











 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 










  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 










 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




























   










  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



Lo et al. (2006)

Aibinu and Odeyinka (2006)

Assaf and Al-Hejji (2006)

Murali and Soon (2007)

Sweis et al. (2008)

Toor and Ogunlana (2008)

Al-Kharashi et al. (2009)

OLAWALE and SUN (2010)

Ghoddousi and Hosseini
(2012)
Fugar and Agyakwah‐Baah
(2010)

Sub Category
Ground
conditions

1

Sawhney et al. (2012)

Category
Feasibility
Analysis

Factor

Marzouk and El-Rasas (2014)

Project Stage
Feasibility
stage

Table 1.1 Delay factors identified through 40 publications.
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Market Vendors/S
Procurement
factors
uppliers
Organiz
Contract
ation

34
35

Contractor or Sub contractor-related Material
shortages
Damage of stored material
Inappropriate material storage patterns (i.e., taking
excessive time in retrieving it)
Materials management problems
Delay in approving sample materials by owner/
designer/ consultants
Less efficient Procurement system
Modifications in materials specifications
Poor inspection of delivered material
Delay in manufacturing special (order to make)
materials
Low quality of material
Materials price fluctuations
Noncompliance of material specifications
Dependency on imported materials
Fluctuatoion of currency/ exchange rate
Shortage of construction materials in market
Contract and specification interpretation
disagreement
Discrepancies in contract documentation
Flawed Contract management practice

36

Internal company problems (at projet developer)









 

37

Poor organisational structure for client or consultant

 







18
19
20

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
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Baloi and Price (2003)

Ling (2004)

Lee et al. (2005)

Koushki et al. (2005)

Iyer and Jha (2005)

Faridi and El-Sayegh (2006)

Lo et al. (2006)

Aibinu and Odeyinka (2006)

Assaf and Al-Hejji (2006)

Murali and Soon (2007)

Sweis et al. (2008)

Toor and Ogunlana (2008)

Al-Kharashi et al. (2009)

OLAWALE and SUN (2010)

Ghoddousi and Hosseini
(2012)
Fugar and Agyakwah‐Baah
(2010)

Sawhney et al. (2012)

Factor

Marzouk and El-Rasas (2014)

Sub Category
Inventory

Category
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Project fraud and corruption
Slow decision making/response to issues
Difficulties in obtaining work permits
Key personal replaced
Lack of coordination (among project parties) in
making decisions
Legal disputes b/w various parts Project
Obtaining permission from local authorities
Poor Communiation/ Coordination among project
players
Problem with neighbors
Disputes/conflicts
Frequent change of sub contractors
Improper planning of contractor during bidding stage
Ineffective delay penalties
Lack of control over sub contractor
Lack of motivation for contractors for early finish
Shortage of labors
Inaccurte (production rate) time estimation for
activities
Ineffective project activity planning
Planning and scheduling problems
Unrealistic contract duration
Unrealistic time schedule
Delay in honouring payment certificates
Delay in payments for completed work (component)
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Assaf and Al-Hejji (2006)

Murali and Soon (2007)

Sweis et al. (2008)

Toor and Ogunlana (2008)

Al-Kharashi et al. (2009)

OLAWALE and SUN (2010)
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(2012)
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Factor

Marzouk and El-Rasas (2014)
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Sub Category
Cash
flow

Time
Schedueling

Labor
Management

Coordination and
communication

Category

Project Stage
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Site access
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64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
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Delay in running bill payments to the contractor
Delays in contractor‟s payments to subcontractors
Difficulties in financing project by contractor (limited
financing capacity)
Financial constraints faced by the owner
Flawed/ or Late valuation of variation/ extra works
Late preparation of interim valuation
Lack of/ restricted public transportat
Project site located at a confined place
Restricted access to project site
Restrictied Traffic control at/towards/arround
project site
Delays in sub-contractors work
Complexity of works
Delay in site mobilization
Flawed/inapropriate construction methods
implemented by contractor Contractor
Inaproprite work by sub-contractors work
Inefficient quality control by contractor
Rework due to errors during construction Contractor
The jobsite layout is poor
Utilizing the traditional construction methods instead
of modern technology
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Toor and Ogunlana (2008)

Al-Kharashi et al. (2009)

OLAWALE and SUN (2010)

Ghoddousi and Hosseini
(2012)
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80

Rework due to change of desing or variation/deviation
order

 

81

Rework due to change in specification



82
83
84

Inadequate experience of contractor
Lack of skilled operators for specialised equipments
Low productivity level of labors
Poor qualification of the contractor's technical staff
assigned to the project
Site manager does not have the ability in training
workers to perform their jobs properly
Site manager is not experienced to handle challenges
that arise in the field
Unqualified workforce
Delay in approval of completed work by client
(i.e. stage passing)
Delay in site handover to contractor/sub contractor
Excessive bureaucracy by owner's administration
Non-cooperative owner
Owner un-necessory interference

85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
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Frimpong et al. (2003)

Baloi and Price (2003)

Ling (2004)

Lee et al. (2005)

Koushki et al. (2005)

Iyer and Jha (2005)
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Lo et al. (2006)

Aibinu and Odeyinka (2006)
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Murali and Soon (2007)
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Al-Kharashi et al. (2009)
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Ghoddousi and Hosseini
(2012)
Fugar and Agyakwah‐Baah
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Sawhney et al. (2012)

Factor

Marzouk and El-Rasas (2014)
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Experience and Skills of
Workforce
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Site management

96
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100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107

CM/ Safety

108
109
110
111
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Owner's failure to coordinate with Government
authorities during planning
Suspension of work by owner
Congestion and overcrowding on the site/interference
among people working in the jobsite
Delay in performing final inspection
Flawed/ Low productive equipments
Frequent equipment breakdown
Inadequate equipment
Inadequate equipment allocation to critical activities
Lack of high-technology mechanical equipment
Low level of lighting/poor ventilation/poor
housekeeping
Poor site management and supervision
Slow permit by government/municipality
There are not adequate water coolers, toilets,
convenient store or covered rest area onsite in
Unavailability of utilities on site or Delay in providing
services from utilities such as (water, etc.)
Lack of safety and associated/ other regulation
enforcement on site (may lead to accedent)
Loose safety rules and regulations within the
contractor's organisation
Management does not support safety planning
Site accidents due to negligece
The site is slippery or steep imposing terrible
conditions
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114
115
116
117
118
119

121

Weather

External

Government

120

Other

122
123
124
125
126
127
128
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Architect-related Architects‟ variation orders
Change orders during construction
Delay in approving changes in change orders
Delay in issuance of change orders (when
fault/requirement is identified) by owner
Increase in Scope of work
Lack of clarity in change orders ( lack of new work
scope)
Services engineer-related Services engineers‟ variation
orders
Too many (Frequent) change orders from owner
Changes in government regulations and laws (building
codes etc.)
Environmental restrictions
Unstable government policies
Unstable interest rates
Extreme weather conditions
Uncertainty associated with weather
Weather effect (hot, rain, etc.) on particular
construction activities
Hostile Political situation

 
 
 

Frimpong et al. (2003)

Baloi and Price (2003)

Ling (2004)

Lee et al. (2005)

Koushki et al. (2005)

Iyer and Jha (2005)

Faridi and El-Sayegh (2006)

Lo et al. (2006)

Aibinu and Odeyinka (2006)

Assaf and Al-Hejji (2006)

Murali and Soon (2007)

Sweis et al. (2008)

Toor and Ogunlana (2008)

Al-Kharashi et al. (2009)

OLAWALE and SUN (2010)

Ghoddousi and Hosseini
(2012)
Fugar and Agyakwah‐Baah
(2010)

Sawhney et al. (2012)

Factor

Marzouk and El-Rasas (2014)
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1

2
3
4

Drawings

Design

6
7
8
9
10

Design
process

Design Stage

5

11
12
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Flawed/incomplete/wrong
interpretation
of
data
soil
investigation report
Inaccurate information regarding
site conditions
(access, location, etc.)
Unexpected subsoil conditions
Ambiguity in drawings (missing
dimensions; multiple types of units)
Conflicting
interpretations
of
construction drawings
Delay in preparing, reviewing and
approving design documents by
consultant
Delayed approval of drawings (all
types of drawing at every stage)
Flawed drawings
Incomplete structural drawing
Non availability of drawing/design
on time
Ambiguity in design specifications
Consultant or architect's reluctance
for change

Arditi et al. (1985)

Dlakwa and Cuplin (1990)

Semple et al. (1994)

Assaf et al. (1995)

Satyanarayana and Iyer (1996)

Ogunlana and Promkuntong (1996)

Kaming et al. (1997)

Chan and Kumaraswamy (1997)

Yogeswaran et al (1998)

Yogeswaran et al. (1998)

Kumaraswamy and Chan (1996)

Faniran (1999)

Al-Momani (2000)

Kartam et al. (2000)

Kuruooglu and Ergen (2000)

Chang (2002)

Mansfield et al. (2002)

Aibinu and Jagboro (2002)

Sonuga et al. (2002)

Aibinu and Jagboro (2002)

Sub Category
Ground conditions

Factor

Odeh and Battaineh (2002)

Category
Feasibility
Analysis

Feasibility stage

Project Stage

Table 1.2 Delay factors identified through 40 publications.
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Logistic

16
17

Inventory

18
19
20

Procurement

21
22
23
24
25
Vendor
s/Suppli
ers

Material Procurement, Logistics and Inventory

Construction

13
14
15

26
27
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Design Change
Inadequate experience of consultant
Lack of appropriate design software
Delay in material delivery (by
vendors and/or suppliers)













  
  
  

  
  
  

 
 
 

































 

  

Uncertain material transportation

































Contractor or Sub contractor-related
Material shortages
Damage of stored material
Inappropriate material storage
patterns (i.e., taking excessive time
in retrieving it)
Materials management problems
Delay in approving sample
materials by owner/ designer/
consultants
Less efficient Procurement system
Modifications
in
materials
specifications
Poor inspection of delivered
material
Delay in manufacturing special
(order to make) materials
Low quality of material
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Yogeswaran et al (1998)

Yogeswaran et al. (1998)

Kumaraswamy and Chan (1996)

Faniran (1999)
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Kartam et al. (2000)

Kuruooglu and Ergen (2000)

Chang (2002)

Mansfield et al. (2002)
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Market factors
Contract

30
31
32
33
34
35

Organization

Project Management

29

36
37
38
39
40
41
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Materials price fluctuations
Noncompliance
of
material
specifications
Dependency on imported materials
Fluctuation of currency/ exchange
rate
Shortage of construction materials
in market
Contract
and
specification
interpretation
disagreement
Discrepancies
in
contract
documentation
Flawed Contract
management
practice
Internal company problems
(at project developer)
Poor organizational structure for
client or consultant
Project fraud and corruption
Slow decision making/response to
issues
Difficulties in obtaining work
permits
Key personal replaced

Arditi et al. (1985)

Dlakwa and Cuplin (1990)

Semple et al. (1994)

Assaf et al. (1995)

Satyanarayana and Iyer (1996)

Ogunlana and Promkuntong (1996)

Kaming et al. (1997)

Chan and Kumaraswamy (1997)

Yogeswaran et al (1998)

Yogeswaran et al. (1998)

Kumaraswamy and Chan (1996)

Faniran (1999)

Al-Momani (2000)

Kartam et al. (2000)

Kuruooglu and Ergen (2000)

Chang (2002)

Mansfield et al. (2002)

Aibinu and Jagboro (2002)

Sonuga et al. (2002)

Aibinu and Jagboro (2002)
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43
44

Labor Management

45
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Time
Scheduling

53
54
55
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Lack of coordination (among
project parties) in making decisions
Legal disputes b/w various parts
Project
Obtaining permission from local
authorities
Poor Communication/ Coordination
among project players
Problem with neighbors
Disputes/conflicts
Frequent change of sub contractors
Improper planning of contractor
during bidding stage
Ineffective delay penalties
Lack of control over sub contractor
Lack of motivation for contractors
for early finish
Shortage of labors
Inaccurate (production rate) time
estimation for activities
Ineffective project activity planning
Planning and scheduling problems
Unrealistic contract duration
Unrealistic time schedule
Delay in honoring payment

Arditi et al. (1985)

Dlakwa and Cuplin (1990)

Semple et al. (1994)

Assaf et al. (1995)

Satyanarayana and Iyer (1996)

Ogunlana and Promkuntong (1996)

Kaming et al. (1997)

Chan and Kumaraswamy (1997)

Yogeswaran et al (1998)

Yogeswaran et al. (1998)

Kumaraswamy and Chan (1996)

Faniran (1999)

Al-Momani (2000)

Kartam et al. (2000)

Kuruooglu and Ergen (2000)

Chang (2002)

Mansfield et al. (2002)

Aibinu and Jagboro (2002)

Sonuga et al. (2002)

Aibinu and Jagboro (2002)

Factor

Odeh and Battaineh (2002)
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Category
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64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
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certificates
Delay in payments for completed
work (component)
Delay in running bill payments to
the contractor
Delays in contractor‟s payments to
subcontractors
Difficulties in financing project by
contractor
(limited financing capacity)
Financial constraints faced by the
owner
Flawed/ or Late valuation of
variation/ extra works
Late preparation
of interim
valuation
Lack
of/
restricted
public
transportation
Project site located at a confined
place
Restricted access to project site
Restricted
Traffic
control
at/towards/around project site
Delays in sub-contractors work
Complexity of works

Arditi et al. (1985)

Dlakwa and Cuplin (1990)

Semple et al. (1994)

Assaf et al. (1995)

Satyanarayana and Iyer (1996)

Ogunlana and Promkuntong (1996)

Kaming et al. (1997)

Chan and Kumaraswamy (1997)

Yogeswaran et al (1998)

Yogeswaran et al. (1998)

Kumaraswamy and Chan (1996)

Faniran (1999)

Al-Momani (2000)

Kartam et al. (2000)

Kuruooglu and Ergen (2000)

Chang (2002)

Mansfield et al. (2002)

Aibinu and Jagboro (2002)

Sonuga et al. (2002)

Aibinu and Jagboro (2002)

Factor
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Site/ construction
activities
Cons
tructi
on
Site access
Oper
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76
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78

Experience and Skills
Variation
of Workforce

79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
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Delay in site mobilization
Flawed/inappropriate construction
methods implemented by contractor
Inappropriate work by subcontractors work
Inefficient quality control by
contractor
Rework due to errors during
construction Contractor
The jobsite layout is poor
Utilizing
the
traditional
construction methods instead of
modern technology
Rework due to change of design or
variation/deviation order
Rework due to change in
specification
Inadequate experience of contractor
Lack of skilled operators for
specialized equipments
Low productivity level of labors
Poor
qualification
of
the
contractor's technical staff assigned
to the project
Site manager does not have the

Arditi et al. (1985)

Dlakwa and Cuplin (1990)

Semple et al. (1994)

Assaf et al. (1995)

Satyanarayana and Iyer (1996)

Ogunlana and Promkuntong (1996)

Kaming et al. (1997)
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Owner/client

90
91
92
93
94

Site management

95
96
97
98
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ability in training workers to
perform their jobs properly
Site manager is not experienced to
handle challenges that arise in the
field
Unqualified workforce
Delay in approval of completed
work by client (i.e. stage passing)
Delay in site handover to
contractor/sub contractor
Excessive bureaucracy by owner's
administration
Non-cooperative owner
Owner un-necessary interference
Owner's failure to coordinate with
Government authorities during
planning
Suspension of work by owner
Congestion and overcrowding on
the site/interference among people
working in the jobsite
Delay
in
performing
final
inspection
Flawed/
Low
productive
equipments
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99
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CM/ Safety

107

108
109
110
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Frequent equipment breakdown
Inadequate equipment
Inadequate equipment allocation to
critical activities
Lack
of
high-technology
mechanical equipment
Low
level
of
lighting/poor
ventilation/poor housekeeping
Poor
site
management
and
supervision
Slow
permit
by
government/municipality
There are not adequate water
coolers, toilets, convenient store or
covered rest area onsite in
Unavailability of utilities on site or
Delay in providing services from
utilities such as (water, etc.)
Lack of safety and associated/ other
regulation enforcement on site (may
lead to accident)
Loose safety rules and regulations
within the contractor's organization
Management does not support
safety planning

Arditi et al. (1985)

Dlakwa and Cuplin (1990)

Semple et al. (1994)

Assaf et al. (1995)

Satyanarayana and Iyer (1996)

Ogunlana and Promkuntong (1996)

Kaming et al. (1997)

Chan and Kumaraswamy (1997)

Yogeswaran et al (1998)

Yogeswaran et al. (1998)

Kumaraswamy and Chan (1996)

Faniran (1999)

Al-Momani (2000)

Kartam et al. (2000)

Kuruooglu and Ergen (2000)

Chang (2002)

Mansfield et al. (2002)

Aibinu and Jagboro (2002)

Sonuga et al. (2002)

Aibinu and Jagboro (2002)
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111

122
123

Site accidents due to negligence
The site is slippery or steep
imposing terrible conditions
Architect-related
Architects‟
variation orders
Change orders during construction
Delay in approving changes in
change orders
Delay in issuance of change orders
(when
fault/requirement
is
identified) by owner
Increase in Scope of work
Lack of clarity in change orders (
lack of new work scope)
Services engineer-related Services
engineers‟ variation orders
Too many (Frequent) change orders
from owner
Changes in government regulations
and laws
(building codes etc.)
Environmental restrictions
Unstable government policies

124

Unstable interest rates

112
113
114
Change Orders

115
116
117
118
119

Government

120
121
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Arditi et al. (1985)
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Aibinu and Jagboro (2002)
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Weather

External

Sub Category

Category

Project Stage

Factor

125
126

Other
128

127
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Extreme weather conditions
Uncertainty associated with weather
Weather effect (hot, rain, etc.) on
particular construction activities
Hostile Political situation
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper has attempted to understand the chronological development of delay factor
research since 1985. For delay factor chronology review purpose, all selected publications are
then grouped in three time periods, each consist of a decade. However, the number of
publications taken for each decade is varied.
A constant shift in focusing potential domains of „delay‟ has been observed since 1985. In a
first decade, publications are seemed to limit their studies identifying factors in site related
activities, and therefore didn‟t considered factors associated with pre-construction phase,
such as „feasibility study‟ and „procurement‟. The second decade, i.e., from 1996 to 2005,
however, is observed moving towards ancillary project areas other than site activities, and
new categories of the delay factors, such as „communication and coordination‟, „labor
management‟ etc., are identified. Nevertheless, delay factors grouped under „project
management‟, „procurement‟ and „safety‟ are still less focused or neglected until the third
decade, i.e., from 2006 to 2014. In the publications of this decade, delay factors categorized
under „feasibility‟, „procurement‟ and especially „project management‟ are prominently noted
and reported.
In analyzing all of the 40 publication, it is observed that certain potential factors associated
with the process of selection of contractor and subcontractor has not noted. However, there
are other identified delay factors, such as „experience of contractor and sub-contractor‟, their
ability to finance and schedule project activities implicitly indicating a flawed contractor
selection process. Such delay factors can then be further modelled to assess the effect of the
selection process as a latent variable.
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